8D Jiangxi/ NewMt.Lu/ Ziyuan/ Mt.Dajue JXLD8

* Scoot Direct Flight to Nanchang* No shopping tour
* The birthplace of the Chinese revolutionary uprising - Nanchang
* Explore Jingdezhen, the “capital of pottery” known for its wide array of pottery from
around the world.
* Natural oxygen bar – Mt. Dajue * Hakka style - ecological lotus style - Shicheng
D1

Singapore/Nanchang（1hrs）Gongqing

Assemble at Changi airport take direct flight to Nanchang, the capital city of Jiangxi.Then, transfer to Gongqing,
D2

Gongqing city（1hrs）Xingzi（3hrs）Wuyuan

（B/L/D）

After breakfast, leave for Donglin Temple, it is a Buddhist monastery built in 386 CE at the foot of Lushan by Huiyuan,
founder of the Pure Land Sect of Buddhism, it is well known for how long it has stood without collapsing. Afterwards,
head to Wuyuan, Moon Bay, shaped like a crescent moon, when the weather is good, it’s worthy of a stop for keen
photographers to take impressive pictures. Enjoy the show at Wuyuan Menglilaojia performing town.
D3

Wuyuan（1.5hrs）/Jingdezhen（2hrs）Yintan

（B/L/D）

After breakfast, head towards Jingdezhen via coach, porcelain capital of China. Visit the Pottery Museum (Closed on
Mon, replaced by Yuanyuan Pottery Factory if required). After proceed to Fuyu Pottery, it inherits the exquisite crafts of
blue and white porcelain. It has a long history and profound cultural heritage, which determines the high quality of its
products.Ancient County Government. Next, continue to Yintan, Huanquan Art Village (Afternoon tea is included). It
consists of rows of European-style buildings, including museums, hotels, pottery halls, and art galleries.
D4

Yintao（1.5hrs）Dajueshan

（B/L/D）

After breakfast, visit Dajuexi Scenic Area, with large colored leaves, precious flowers and trees, and a combination of
Irrigation, Flower, Fruit and Grass. Afterwards, Dajue Mountain owns rich and widely distributed wild animal and plant
resources and is called by experts a “natural oxygen bar as well as a rare flora and fauna gene pool in China”.
D5

Dajueshan 1hrs）Lichuan（2.5hrs）Shicheng

（B/L/D）

After breakfast, go to Lichuan Ancient City, the Qing Dynasty buildings can be seen everywhere, and there are also a
small number of Ming Dynasty buildings. It is the place where Zhang Henshui, a famous writer in the history of modern
Chinese literature, lived and studied in his youth. His former residence remained intact. Next, Ancient bed exhibition
hall, the perfect display of Chinese bed culture. Shicheng Dagu Ancient Village,is located in a mountainous area in
Shicheng. The mountains are undulating and lush in the distance. A typical Hakka-style brick-and-wood building –
“Southern House” appears in front of you. Eco lotus garden, the scale of planting area is up to 500 mu. It is a place to be
“China's most beautiful lotus town”.

D6

Shicheng（2.5hrs）Fuzhou（1.5hrs）Nanchang

（B/L/D）

After breakfast, visit Tang Xianzu Memorial.Tang Xianzu, a Chinese opera writer and writer in Ming dynasty. Tang
Xianzu was born in a family of scholar, he had just name, not only in ancient poetry is quite fine, but also through
astronomy and geography, the book of divination medicine. Celebrity Sculpture Garden, an urban park with the theme
of 66 celebrity sculptures in Fuzhou. The main part of the scenic spot is a long strip of small island surrounded by water
and connected by a bridge. Wenchangli Cultural Street is the largest and most preserved historical and cultural block in
Jiangxi Province. After the renovation, Wenchangli retains the ancient charm and Fuzhou characteristics, and adds
modern elements.
D7

Nanchang

（B/L/D）

After breakfast, visit FenghuangGou Scenic Spot (Tram Included). It is a modern ecological agriculture demonstration
garden with beautiful flowers and fruits throughout the year. Next, view Bayi Square via coach, then proceed to
Badashanren MeiHu Lake Scenic spot. Afterwards , proceed to check in hotel.
D8

Nanchang/Singapore

（B/L）

After breakfast, visit Jiangxi Provincial Museum, the main building structure of the building is based on the white
porcelain three-tube excavated from Jingdezhen Yuyao in the Ming Dynasty. Afterwards, visit Blue and White Porcelain
Building : Wanda Mall, Guinness records the world's largest blue and white porcelain building. Experience Ganjiang
Cultural Gallery on both sides of the river and learn about the long history of Nanchang culture. Fly back to Singapore
and end your wonderful trip in Jiangxi.
Compulsory additional tour (RMB700/ Adult, RMB 600/ Children under 12 years old)
Jingdezhen Ancient Kiln Folklore Expo Area (including porcelain music performance) + Jiujiang Shizhong Mountain
Scenic Area (including boat tour Poyang Lake) + large-scale live performance "Dream Home" + Fenghuanggou Scenic
Area with battery car.
Optional Tour:
1. Dajue Mountain cable car up and down + high-altitude glass flyover (RMB100 / Adult, RMB 70 yuan / Children
under 12 years old)
2. Tongtianzhai scenic spot + glass plank road + Eco-car (RMB100 / Adult, RMB 60 /Children under 12 years old)
3. Tengwang Feast Show or Ganjiang Cruise Light Show (RMB180/ Adult, RMB 120/ Child under 12 years old)
1. In the event of local religious festivals, unforeseen circumstances and/or bad weather conditions, the sequence of the itinerary may
be changed or altered. Alternative attractions will be substituted without prior notice and/or at short notice in order to ensure a
smoother journey and tour. (Floral blossom is subjected to seasonal changes and weather conditions)
2. All bookings will be subjected to terms and conditions as stipulated in this brochure.
3. Admission and entrance ticket will be included when specified.
4. Minimum group size of 10 passengers is required for a confirmed departure. Group size of 9 and below will solely be at the
discretion of ASA Holidays and passengers need to accept the arrangement.
5. Tour is conducted in Mandarin.
6. All hotel ratings are based on local standards. In the event that accommodation in the stated hotel is unavailable, it will be replaced
by another hotel of similar standards.
7. During major events, accommodation may not be in the city mentioned.
8. ASA Holidays recommends you to buy travel insurance for your travel to ensure coverage.
9. All flights are subject to change without prior notice
10. In the event of discrepancies between English and Chinese itinerary, please refer to Chinese version.
11. Room types are based on run of the house and allocated by respective hotels. ASA Holidays will not be responsible for the
differences of the room allocated.
12. Service Fee for China Local Tour Guide and Driver: RMB 25/day/person x 8 days = RMB200/pax (Compulsory) will be paid in
China.
13. Tour groups on different flight schedule may be merged.
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